
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

The Latest Release from Savant® Brings User Personalization to 
the Savant Pro Remote 

  

Savant’s Pro Remote touchscreen can now be personalized by the user for quick access to 
Savant Scenes, Favorite Channels and commonly used services, plus the Microphone 

button can now be configured for Siri voice control 
 

HYANNIS, MASS. August 15th, 2019 — Savant, a leader in smart home technology, has enhanced their 
award-winning remote control experience, enabling users to personalize each Pro Remote by room or 
by user. In addition to touchscreen personalization, the Pro Remote’s native voice button can also be 
configured for Siri voice activation.      
 

The Savant Pro Remote   
Unlike any other user experience, the Savant Pro Remote is the most intuitive interface for 
entertainment systems and smart home functionality, featuring an app-driven platform and the perfect 
blend of hard buttons, touchscreen interface and voice control.  With the latest release from Savant, 
users can now select from all available Savant Scenes, Services and Favorite Channels and add the ones 
they use the most frequently to the home screen for effortless access. Users can set up a home screen 
that is particular to the functionality of each room or create a home screen that is specific to each user, 
providing the most intuitive smart home control experience imaginable.     
 

Voice Control for Even the Most Security-Conscious Clients  
Having already delivered native integrations with Google Home and Amazon Alexa voice assistants to 
the Savant platform, users will now have access to Siri-based voice control of Apple TV using the Savant 
Pro Remote.  By pushing the microphone button, Savant users can now simply ask Siri to find a movie, 
an album, an artist, a playlist, streaming services and more.  This user-activated approach allows 
integrators to deliver the convenience of voice command functionality to clients who prefer the security 
of a voice agent that is not always listening. 
 

Testimonial  
“The new Savant Pro Remote Home Screen update is fantastic. It is simple to set up custom profiles and I 
love the fact that we can easily re-order Favorite Channels, Scenes and Services directly from the 
remote’s Home Screen.” Eli Weinkle, NXT AV, Irvine, California.  

New Savant Pro Remote features are available now. 

For more information on Savant, visit savant.com  
 

PLEASE VISIT SAVANT AT THE 2019 CEDIA EXPO BOOTH 1500 
  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC is a recognized leader in home control and automation, and one of the fastest-growing 
smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together the four pillars of 
automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the homeowner. This 
comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere experience in all of home 
automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of Authorized Integrators. Learn 
more at www.savant.com.   

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mgg2tasixo6glpx/AACBOPKxC-mjWTRMFm3UXIWxa?dl=0
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